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1 Overview 

Thank you very much for your support, because of your right 
choice, so you have a safe, practical, efficient and innovative 
external pumping type vacuum packaging machine.
This machine is an external vacuum packaging machine for 
vacuum and gas filling and sealing of food, medicine, native 
products, electronic components, instrument components, 
clothing and so on. The machine is the biggest feature is not 
limited by the size and size of the packing, any vacuum or 
nitrogen filling (or other gas) packaging. Adapt to a wide range 
of economic benefits, the use is very convenient.
This machine suitable packaging material for various composite 
films such as polyester / polyethylene, nylon / polyethylene, 
polypropylene / polyethylene, polyester / foil / PE, nylon / 
aluminum foil / PE and other composite materials.
This machine packaging items with mildewing and anti moth, 
anti pollution, anti oxidation, province volume, save freight cost 
and prolong storage period, to ensure the quality of goods. The 
machine has the advantages of compact structure, small size, 
light weight, low power consumption, high sensitivity, 
convenient operation and maintenance, etc..
The machine is mainly composed of fuselage, electrical system, 
pneumatic system, vacuum system, four parts composition, 
working process can be controlled automatically by the 
computer board, heat sealing temperature and packaging items 
required for the vacuum degree can be adjusted is currently 
pumping type vacuum packaging machine can not be replaced 
by a new type of vacuum packaging machine.
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2 safety precautions 
Must use the power socket with equal capacitance 
machine.

Power plug should be inserted into the socket directly and 
stably.

DANGER！ The capacity of the machine varies 
depending on the size of the machine. It is necessary to 
determine the electrical capacity of the socket is greater 
than the capacity of the machine that you are using, and 
to insert the plug into the. Use of smaller capacity of the 
socket or the extension of the line, the line will cause 
damage or cause fire, be sure to use the appropriate 
socket.

No waterproof function of the machine, can not use this 
machine for sealing liquid, do not clutch is arranged in 
the wet ground.

Do not use this machine in a highly humid environment, do 
not allow the machine to access a large amount of water 
vapor.
In a dusty place, do not use or place the machine.
Use the machine for liquid sealing or be poured water, will 
cause damage to the machine or electric shock.
The use of this machine, or exposure to a large amount of 
water vapor in a highly humid environment, may cause rust 
and lack of insulation, which may cause the machine to 
stop, short circuit or electric shock.
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Will not put his hand into the sealing part.

Be careful
Sealing parts after long time operation to 
maintain a high temperature, the hands can 
cause burns, can not put their hands.
Be careful
Two person operation will increase the likelihood 
that the finger is touched, please be more careful.

Don't metal materials into sealing parts.

Be careful

Before using this machine, it should be realized 
that the wire short circuit will be put away electric 
shock or fire, causing the machine to stop, in the 
cause of the accident to identify and repair the 
completion of the completion of the machine, do 
not use this machine.

Machine use will make the general wear parts deal with 
them regularly, and make the appropriate maintenance 
schedule. When changing any parts, please refer to the 
"manual", "can replace parts" page, according to the 
steps to correct.
Before changing any parts, be sure to pull out the power 
plug.
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Be careful

Please follow the instructions in this manual to 
maintain the proper way. Replace any part, you 
have to unplug the power plug, or you may get 
an electric shock. If you don't have the 
permission of your engineers, please don't 
change your machine. We will not take any 
responsibility for any downtime or any accidents 
due to your changes.

Read the instructions carefully and correctly use the 
machine.

Be careful

We do not press the requirements of this 
specification, improper operation caused by 
downtime or any accident, do not bear any 
responsibility.
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3 Main parts and related parameters
*The main external part name

0VS-600

VACUUM GAUGE

真空表

紧急停止

EMERGENCY STOPV A C U U M

V A C U U M

S E A L I N G
V A C U U M  T I M E / C O O L I N G  T I M E

C O O L I N G

S E A L I N G  T I M E

P A T T E R N

(1) support table (2) control panel (3) gas nozzle
(4) pressure bar (5) sealing cutting knife (6) fixed screw
 (7) power switch (8) air filter (9) foot switch
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*Control panel

1) vacuum gauge -----vacuum packaging object developing 
test
2) switching time setting switch----- switch switch can be 
set to developing this cooling time, vacuum time, aeration 
time,
Cooling time: when the lamp 1 bright for the cooling time, 
through the left and the button can be set
Vacuum time: when the lamp 2 at the same time as the 
vacuum time, through the left and the button can be set
Inflation time: when the lamp 2, 1 at the same time as the 
inflation time, through the left and the button can be set
3) work mode switch ---vacuum mode ,sealing mode, 
inflatable mode
Vacuum mode: when the vacuum lamp is vacuum mode
Sealing mode: when the sealing light as the sealing mode
Inflatable mode: when the vacuum lamp, sealing lamp 
and light at the same time as the charging mode
4) Heating time --- developing regulation sealing knife
5)Emergency stop switch ---when developing an 
emergency, stop the machine
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4  Preparation before set the machine
Machine stable set in safe working position.
In order to work safety, the machine is set to the appropriate 
place, and the work table and the host safely placed in a flat 
place, connecting wires and ventilation pipes should be 
firmly connected to the ground.
DANGER！ Do not use the machine in inclined, uneven or 
unstable place, otherwise, the machine may fall and 
damage or cause damage to personnel. Should be in a 
stable, flat plane to use the machine, if placed heavy or 
strong extrusion table, may cause unforeseen accidents.
DANGER！ Don't use machines on wetlands. Do not let the 
machine hit water droplets or steam, or may cause 
downtime and short circuit.

5 Correct use method 
    Basic opreration    
(1) insert the plug directly into the socket
(2) turn on the power switch
(3) the emergency stop button
Check whether the red indicator light is on.
When you have finished checking, it becomes a standby 
state.
Standby state: the pressure bar is located at the top, the 
gas nozzle is located in the rear.
(4) According to the material and the thickness of the 
selected pockets to set the time for sealing and cooling.
(5) According to the size of your needs or pocket, set the 
vacuum time.
(6) Choose one of the following three modes: sealing, 
vacuum, charging.
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Reset and power off
(1) press the emergency stop button or turn off the power 
switch.
(2) check the sealing parts and clean the machine.

Various operation modes using method

Sealing mode
Determine sealing mode in mode selection switch
(1) according to the material and thickness of the pocket, 
the heating and cooling time are set.
(2) place the pocket in the sealing position, tighten the 
pockets on both sides, do not produce wrinkles.
(3) to move the foot pedal switch, the cylinder starts to work 
for the first time, only uses the adhesive strip to press the 
film bag.
(4) to move a foot switch, second cylinder, pressure bar will 
be completely compression bag.
(5) heating and cooling will work, when the seal is 
completed, the pressure bar will automatically open.
Pressure bar in the seal after the completion of the move up
The pressure lever moves up and takes the bag.

Be careful

For the sake of safety, this machine is a gas 
nozzle forward set delay time, please be careful!.
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Vacuum mode
In mode selection to determine the mode conversion in 
vacuum
Seize the outward pocket, do not squeeze objects near the 
gas nozzle.
(1) set the heating and cooling time according to the 
material and the thickness of the pocket.
(2) setting the vacuum time according to the volume of the 
package.
(3) plug the pocket into the gas nozzle, adjust the ends of 
the pocket and align the sealing line.
(4) the first point of the foot switch
The cylinder will hold the bag drop
(5) let the object close to the air nozzle (to achieve a good 
vacuum)
(6) second point switch
Vacuum will be set at the time to start and run.
Vacuum will be set at the time of operation, when the 
vacuum is completed, the gas nozzle will be moved after 
the heat seal.
(7) timing vacuum and sealing finish
Pressure bar in the seal after the completion of the move up
The pressure lever moves up and takes the bag.

Time adjustment
The first time setting
Time rotation pointer for heating, cooling and vacuum.
(1) adjust the sealing timer
For each pocket thickness and material set different time, 
you should confirm the sealing requirements.
Normally set to only 100, if you set the time than the need 
for sealing, will result in dislocation and sealing condition of 
the melt.
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Be careful

Do not arbitrarily change the heating time, set 
more than the required time may cause 
overheating after damage to the machine. (note, 
note)

(2) cooling timing adjustment
For each pocket thickness and material set different time, 
you should confirm the sealing requirements, usually set to 
3 seconds.
(3) vacuum timing adjustment
For packaging and processing requirements of the situation, 
there are different time settings, to confirm the time required 
to achieve a vacuum.

Be careful

When you open the lid, be careful not to be hurt 
by its side.

Clean air filter
An air nozzle filter between the gas nozzle and the exhaust 
pump, which may contain a number of foreign bodies (a 
small amount of liquid, powder and particles) that have 
fallen into the lid, and the lid is checked and cleaned every 
day.

6 Equipment maintenance 
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Removed the lid
If the liquid infiltration in the machine too much, they will 
overflow filter, fell into the vacuum pump, it will damage 
vacuum pump to prevent liquid from entering the vacuum 
pump.
Clean out the air filter of entrance and exit
Vacuum pump air through air filter smoke outside, if are left 
with dust and dirt in the lid, vacuum pump effect is not ideal. 
Therefore, a week cleaning air filter cover a.
Clean air tube
If you push the pipe at the same time, you can easily take 
down the pipe.
Replace Teflon sheet
When the Teflon sheet loss, burned or defaced when 
sealing
(1) four fixed screw loose Teflon frame
(2) now you can rotate the Teflon rotary rod, will be 
destroyed after the Teflon sheet or roll forward
When the Teflon sheet bonded to the heating line, it will be 
cut off before the scroll (20-25 mm Teflon sheet roll a circle).
For heating plate
If the heating plate is burned, defaced or uneven sealing, 
please replace the heating plate
(1) under heating in Teflon, remove the Teflon film.
(2) the electrode cover is fixed on the side, with a 
screwdriver to screw and then relax, take the lid off.
(3) the electrode rod lift, relax the heating piece, with a 
screwdriver to screw loosening.
Installed heating plate
The heating sheet is arranged in the electrode rod, finger 
according to the tight heating sheet port at the same time, 
with screws and tighten screws so that it can not slide out of 
the chuck.
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Be careful

If the damaged Teflon or invalid, please replace 
the Teflon tape

Replacing tape and Teflon sheet
If the heating piece of tape or Teflon sheet burned, the line 
heating itself may short-circuit and melting and lead to 
sealing is poor, must be timely inspection, and replace 
them if necessary.
(1) for the Teflon plate and heating plate
(2) the tape and Teflon sheet heating plate under 
completely eliminate
(3) according to the length of the heating part, plus a new 
Teflon sheet.
(4) with a piece of adhesive tape on the special fluoride film, 
adhesive tape must be 5 cm longer than the sealing part.
(5) sticky tape residual, will have the opposite effect on the 
sealing surface, please fully clean up on the surface of 
adhesive tape and teflon film before.
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7 Common trouble shooting method
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8 Specifications

9 Warranty notice
1 vacuum pump oil
Vacuum pump should be used in accordance with the 
provisions of the SH0528-92 standard vacuum pump oil. 
Ambient temperature of 0 degrees Celsius to 10 degrees 
Celsius, the use of ISO-VG32 viscosity grade vacuum 
pump oil. Vacuum pump oil with ISO-BG100 viscosity 
grade at ambient temperature at 10 C to 40 C.

Vacuum pump must ensure that the level in the oil window 
height of 1 / 2 a little higher, should always check the oil 
level and oil pollution, the proposed operation of 50 to 100 
hours of maintenance oil change time according to the 
maintenance.

Oil contaminated black, emulsion or thickening oil should 
be promptly. The oil and oil filter should be replaced. 
Clean the pump before adding the new oil.
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Cleaning and changing steps:
1.The power supply is cut off, the pump in the hot state, 
spin open oil plug, the dirty oil drain.
2.Oil drain plug on the spin, connected to the power 
supply, open the pump for 5 seconds to 10 seconds, then 
stop the pump, screwed open oil plug, the oil drain.
3.3 rotary oil drain plug, then unclip oil filler plug, into the 
cleaning oil (No. 32 ordinary machine oil, see the oil 
window in the oil into the oil window height of 3 / 4, then 
screw on the oil filler plug.
4.The restart pump car for 5 minutes to 10 minutes, stop 
the pump.
5.The rotary open oil plug, oil will go.
6.The repeated operation, and the steps of mechanical oil 
until put out transparent (color like oil)
7.Oil drain plug and screw pump, then 5 seconds to 10 
seconds, then turn the open oil plug, oil drain.
8.We put on the drain plug and unscrew the gas plug, 
adding a new level of vacuum pump oil, the oil window to 
3/4

2 replace the exhaust filter
If the pump temperature is significantly increased, the 
motor current to reach or exceed the rated current, the 
pump exhaust fumes are generated, you should check the 
exhaust filter is blocked, such as blocking, should be 
replaced in a timely manner. An exhaust pressure meter 
can be installed at the pump filling hole to check whether 
the filter is blocked, and the exhaust filter can be replaced 
when the pressure exceeds 0.6bar (table pressure).
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3 clean air filter
The suction filter should be kept clean in order to avoid 
the decrease of air extraction.
Operation: after the pump is stopped, the first suction 
nozzle connector from the suction nozzle and unscrew, 
then the suction nozzle four screws loose, remove the air 
filter,
Put in the washing liquid (diesel or kerosene) wash, then 
dry the suction nozzle to clean the plane, air filter
A suction nozzle, then the suction nozzle with four screws 
tightened.
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Welcome inquiry

1,Please visit : www.smthelp.com

2, Find us more: https://www.facebook.com/autoinsertion

3, Know more our team: https://cn.linkedin.com/in/smtsupplier

4, Welcome to our factory in Shenzhen China

5, Google：Auto+Insertion

6, Looking forward to your email: chan@smthelp.com
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